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1. INTRODUCTION:  

Abraham Maslow's hierarchy of needs remains relevant for everyone, especially for those aspiring to advance in their 

careers as leaders. The stages of Maslow's hierarchy continue to play a crucial role in understanding behavioural 

motivation and influencing human behaviour. The pinnacle, known as the "Self-Actualization Need," proves to be the 

most challenging level, with ongoing global experiments in behaviour modification aiming to create an internal drive 

for achieving this fifth stage. This stage poses significant challenges for individuals across various societal roles. Despite 

one's standing in society, the pursuit of self-actualization remains a formidable task. Maslow's hierarchy remains a 

widely accepted framework in leadership training and development. It serves as a valuable reference point in analyzing 

successful individuals from diverse backgrounds, including those who attribute their success to self-realization, even 

within religious contexts. Introduced in 1954, these hierarchical levels have been extensively researched, applied in 

management training, and incorporated into psychological instruction, even within religious institutions. While the 

levels may overlap in individuals based on life circumstances, the persistent debate revolves around the ability to 

maintain self-control amidst potential disruptions from lower levels in the hierarchy. This study endeavours to explore 
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"spiritual development needs" by employing biblical hermeneutics experientially. It aims to share certain biblical quotes 

that evoke transformative emotions, contributing to "transformational leadership." By leveraging existing methods, this 

exploration sheds light on steps towards spiritual leadership development, emphasizing the universal applicability of 

this approach for personal and professional growth. 

 

2. Objectives of this research paper : 

 

i. To articulate the insights gained from studying Bible hermeneutics, emphasizing its role in shaping leadership 

thinking for a progressively positive impact on ethical conscience. 

ii. To understand and integrate ey qualitative sacred verses from the Holy Bible, specifically targeting practising 

leaders, and illustrate the distinction between training that incorporates spiritual elements and conventional 

training, using relevant quotes and verses. 

iii. To effectively communicate the tangible effects of incorporating spiritual connections through Bible 

hermeneutics in training, highlighting the contrasts between ordinary training experiences and those enriched 

with a spiritual dimension. 

 

 
 

Fig: 1: Commemorating Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs to Sensitise for Leadership Development Discussion of this 

Article: Source: www.wikipedia.org 

 

Successful leadership development relies on a leader's capacity for introspection and the embrace of admirable qualities 

within themselves before formal training. In today's dynamic landscape, characterized by constant shifts, navigating 

leadership roles poses increasing challenges. Leaders must not only adapt to ongoing changes but also deliver concrete 

results. The key for leaders is self-activation, as they cannot consistently depend on external factors for motivation; 

instead, they must proactively pursue their objectives. Training leaders come with their own set of challenges. Formal 

training may not always offer the diverse perspectives necessary for leaders to understand various issues. Leaders need 

to be versatile and capable of adapting to unforeseen situations regardless of their preparedness. The evolving global 

landscape places greater demands on leaders, calling for a comprehensive approach to their development. Hence, leaders 

should be trained in skills while moulding their inherent traits and psychological makeup. Human development involves 

a complex interplay between inherent DNA characteristics and external circumstances. Adopting a hermeneutic 

approach to leadership development can yield significant benefits. This approach encourages leaders to look inward, 

fostering personal growth and positive vibes within their personalities. By intertwining self-reflection with skill 

development, leaders can build a robust foundation for their growth and contribute meaningfully to overall development. 

Bible Hermeneutics Application can happen from: for understanding the following are the best verses that really 

motivate any leader desirous to self-actualise in the daily living ways;  

I. Self-Reflection Workshops: Leaders can engage in workshops that promote self-reflection, allowing them to 

identify and embrace their admirable qualities and inherent strengths. 
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II. Adaptive Leadership Training: Training programs should incorporate scenarios that simulate unforeseen 

challenges, enhancing leaders' adaptability and problem-solving skills. 

III. Cross-Cultural Leadership Seminars: Given the global landscape, leaders should participate in seminars 

focusing on understanding and navigating diverse cultural perspectives, contributing to their versatility. 

IV. Personalized Coaching Sessions: Leaders can benefit from one-on-one coaching sessions that address both skill 

development and the exploration of their unique psychological makeup. 

V. Integration of Mindfulness Practices: Incorporating mindfulness practices into leadership training can help 

leaders maintain a balance between self-reflection and skill acquisition, promoting a holistic approach to 

development. Bible verses related to leadership can offer valuable insights and guidance for self-actualization, 

helping leaders align their personal development with principles rooted in faith and wisdom. Here are some 

ways in which Bible verses can contribute to the self-actualization of a leader: 

I. Wisdom and Discernment: 

a. Proverbs 3:5-6 - "Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own 

understanding; in all your ways submit to him, and he will make your paths straight." 

b. Application: Leaders can seek divine wisdom and discernment, trusting in a higher power 

for guidance in decision-making, fostering humility and clarity in their leadership 

journey. 

II. Servant Leadership: 

a. Matthew 20:28 - "Just as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to 

give his life as a ransom for many." 

b. Application: Encourages leaders to adopt a servant leadership mindset, focusing on 

serving and uplifting others, which can lead to a sense of purpose and fulfilment. 

III. Humility: 

a. Philippians 2:3-4 - "Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in 

humility value others above yourselves, not looking to your own interests but each of you 

to the interests of the others." 

b. Application: Promotes humility and a focus on the well-being of others, fostering a 

leader's self-awareness and ability to connect with their team on a deeper level. 

IV. Courage and Strength: 

a. Joshua 1:9 - "Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; 

do not be discouraged, for the Lord your God will be with you wherever you go." 

b. Application: Encourages leaders to find strength in faith, overcoming fears and challenges 

with resilience, ultimately contributing to their self-actualization. 

V. Integrity: 

a. Proverbs 11:3 - "The integrity of the upright guides them, but the unfaithful are destroyed 

by their duplicity." 

b. Application: Emphasizes the importance of integrity in leadership, promoting authenticity 

and honesty, which can lead to a sense of inner fulfillment and self-actualization. 

VI. Purpose and Vision: 

a. Jeremiah 29:11 - "'For I know the plans I have for you,' declares the Lord, 'plans to 

prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.'" 

b. Application: Guides leaders in seeking a higher purpose and vision, aligning their goals 

with a sense of divine direction for a more meaningful and fulfilling leadership journey. 

 

In elevating one's leadership paradigm, the infusion of biblical principles becomes instrumental, offering a 

transformative impact on self-awareness, ethical decision-making, and holistic personal development, ultimately paving 

the way towards self-actualization. A paramount aspect in the pursuit of conceptual clarity within the realm of lifelong 

learning is the refinement of interpretation through the lens of Hermeneutics. Amidst the myriad of philosophical 

approaches and teaching models, the Hermeneutics Approach emerges as a stalwart methodology. Rooted in the 

interpretation of sacred texts, objects, and concepts, it serves as a comprehensive theory of understanding. 

This article advocates for the Hermeneutics Approach by spotlighting a selection of biblical texts that resonate with key 

leadership attributes. Emphasizing emotive intellect, the approach is posited as a catalyst for fostering psychological 

resilience in emerging leaders. The imperative of instilling clarity on positive and purposeful ethics among young leaders 

is underscored, with the psychological approach of hermeneutics positioned as an invaluable tool. 
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The application of the foundational hermeneutic approach extends to young leaders, drawing insights from diverse 

sacred literature, including the Bhagavad Gita, The Holy Quran, Upanishads, Thirukural, Buddhist philosophy, and Jain 

philosophy. This comprehensive exploration involves correlating with original languages, delving into ancient history, 

and comparing various sacred scriptures. 

Furthermore, the article integrates borrowed conceptual theories from academia and practical experiences, weaving a 

tapestry of knowledge that contributes to a holistic and enriching approach to interpretation. This amalgamation of 

diverse sources serves to elevate the overall quality of lifelong learning, providing a nuanced and insightful framework 

for leaders on their journey of personal and professional development. 

Real-life applications of the foundational hermeneutic approach can be observed in the leadership development of 

individuals who actively engage with diverse sacred literature. Here are a few examples: 

 Conflict Resolution in a Multicultural Team: Imagine a young leader managing a team with members from 

various cultural backgrounds. By applying the hermeneutic approach to sacred texts like the Bhagavad Gita and 

the Thirukural, the leader gains insights into principles of harmony, tolerance, and conflict resolution. This 

knowledge can be practically applied to mediate conflicts within the team, fostering a collaborative and 

inclusive work environment. 

 Ethical Decision-Making in Business: A young business leader, facing ethical dilemmas, can turn to the 

hermeneutic exploration of scriptures like the Holy Quran and Jain philosophy. These texts provide ethical 

frameworks and principles that can guide the leader in making morally sound decisions. The application of such 

principles contributes to the development of a responsible and ethical organizational culture. 

 Mindfulness and Stress Management in Leadership: Drawing from Buddhist philosophy, a leader can apply 

hermeneutics to delve into the teachings on mindfulness and stress management. By incorporating these insights 

into their leadership style, the leader can promote a work culture that values well-being, resilience, and mental 

health. This application contributes to the personal development of the leader and the overall satisfaction of the 

team. 

 Cultural Competence and Inclusivity in Education: In the educational realm, a school leader can utilize the 

hermeneutic approach to explore the Upanishads and other sacred texts. This exploration can offer profound 

insights into the principles of knowledge, inclusivity, and diversity. The application of these principles can 

enhance the leader's approach to education, fostering a culturally competent and inclusive learning environment. 

 Environmental Stewardship in Community Leadership: Leaders involved in community development can 

benefit from hermeneutic insights derived from sacred texts. By examining teachings related to environmental 

stewardship in various scriptures, such as Jain philosophy, leaders can develop sustainable and eco-friendly 

initiatives within their communities. This practical application aligns with broader ethical principles found in 

sacred literature. 

These examples illustrate how the hermeneutic approach to diverse sacred literature can be applied in real-life scenarios, 

enriching the leadership journey and contributing to personal and professional development. 

 

3. Conceptual Process of Hermeneutics When Bible is read: 

In the vast tapestry of interpretative methodologies, hermeneutics emerges as the masterful weaver, intricately threading 

through the profound layers of meaning within texts. As we embark on a journey to unravel the profound efficacy of 

hermeneutics, our gaze converges upon four distinctive lenses through which the interpretation of sacred scriptures is 

illuminated: the Literal, the Moral, the Allegorical, and the Anagogical. These cardinal facets serve as the navigational 

compass in the exploration of the Bible's rich and nuanced tapestry, transcending mere textual analysis to reveal the 

profound depths of wisdom encoded within its verses. 

At the foundational level, the Literal interpretation stands as the bedrock of understanding, offering a direct and 

unambiguous comprehension of the texts. Here, the straightforward meaning unfolds, guiding readers through the 

explicit narratives and events presented in the sacred scriptures. It is within this lens that the historical accuracy of 

biblical accounts comes to life, allowing scholars and believers alike to engage with the foundational truths embedded 

in the literal rendering. Moving beyond the surface, the Moral lens beckons, weaving an ethical tapestry that intertwines 

with every action portrayed in the scriptures. This lens illuminates the ethical dimensions of biblical narratives, offering 

timeless insights into the moral fabric that underpins human conduct. Through the hermeneutical exploration of moral 

teachings, individuals find guidance for righteous living, navigating the complexities of ethical decision-making within 

the sacred verses. As we delve deeper, the Allegorical lens introduces a realm of symbolic richness, where fictional 

figures and actions transcend their literal boundaries to represent profound truths. Through allegorical interpretation, 

the Bible's narratives transform into allegories, unveiling layers of symbolic significance that resonate across time and 
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cultures. This interpretive approach transcends the confines of the literal, inviting readers to discern hidden meanings 

and universal truths embedded within the symbolic tapestry of sacred texts. Lastly, the Anagogical lens invites us to 

ascend to higher realms of understanding, transcending the temporal and connecting with the divine. This lens pertains 

to events belonging to the past, inviting believers to discern the spiritual significance and eternal truths embedded within 

historical narratives. Through anagogical interpretation, the scriptures become a timeless guide for spiritual ascent, 

directing individuals towards a deeper communion with the divine. As we embark on this exploration of hermeneutics, 

guided by the illuminating lenses of the Literal, the Moral, the Allegorical, and the Anagogical, we unravel not only the 

profound wisdom within the Bible but also the enduring power of interpretative methodologies in illuminating the path 

to spiritual enlightenment. 

           
 

Fig 1(a): Conceptual Process of Hermeneutics When Bible is read: An experience felt by the Author Prof Dr 

C.Karthikeyan 

 

Any constructive imagination and understanding of the psychological makeup of situations, as advocated by 

Schleiermacher in the field of hermeneutics. Hermeneutics is the art and science of interpretation, particularly in the 

context of interpreting religious texts like the Holy Bible. Schleiermacher emphasized the importance of understanding 

the historical and psychological context of a text to truly grasp its meaning. Applying this approach to leadership, leaders 

can benefit from a similar understanding of the current era, its challenges, and the psychological factors at play. Reading 

sacred testaments like the Holy Bible can indeed provide valuable insights. The Bible, for instance, contains narratives, 

parables, and teachings that often convey timeless wisdom and ethical guidance. Leaders can draw upon these stories to 

gain perspectives on various aspects of leadership, such as empathy, moral decision-making, and the importance of 

fostering positive relationships. 

Moreover, engaging with sacred texts can contribute to a leader's self-empathy. By reflecting on the experiences, 

challenges, and moral dilemmas presented in these texts, leaders may develop a deeper understanding of their values, 

beliefs, and motivations. This self-awareness can be instrumental in making more informed and ethical decisions. In 

summary, adopting a hermeneutic approach to leadership involves considering the historical and psychological 

dimensions of situations, practising self-empathy, and drawing insights from sacred texts. Such an approach can 

contribute to more thoughtful, ethical, and effective leadership 

 

4. Character Building Exercises: Attempts to understand life and self-needs to be the first lesson for a leader 

The importance of constructive imagination in leadership, and you suggest that hermeneutics, the science and art of 

interpretation, can be employed to develop this capacity through the study of sacred texts, particularly the books of 

Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy written by Moses around 1300 B.C. Let's break down the key 

points in your statement: 

i. Constructive Imagination in Leadership: 

a. Constructive imagination involves the ability to envision positive and beneficial 

outcomes, fostering innovation and creative problem-solving in leadership. 

ii. Hermeneutics and Biblical Interpretation: 

level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

HERMENEUTICS
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a. Hermeneutics is the theory and methodology of interpretation, especially the 

interpretation of sacred texts like the Bible. 

b. Using hermeneutics allows individuals, especially leaders, to delve into the deeper 

meanings of sacred literature and extract valuable lessons and insights. 

iii. Strengthening the Relationship Between Realms: 

a. Your argument suggests that hermeneutics can serve as a bridge between the realms of 

sacred literature and the aspiring leader, creating a symbiotic relationship. 

iv. Positive Psychology and Self-Examination: 

a. Studying sacred texts using hermeneutics can lead to self-examination, contributing to the 

development of positive psychology in a leader. 

v. Longevity and Relevance of Sacred Texts: 

a. Highlighting the enduring nature of sacred texts, you point out that the books written by 

Moses around 1300 B.C. are still in existence and can be a source of guidance for 

contemporary leaders. 

vi. Educational Approach for the Younger Generation: 

a. Advocating for the use of hermeneutics to interpret and convey the positive qualities 

found in sacred texts to the younger generation, fostering their growth as sacred leaders. 

 

Leaders should realize the timeless wisdom embedded in sacred texts and the potential for hermeneutics to unlock this 

wisdom for the benefit of contemporary leaders. The interplay between constructive imagination, biblical 

interpretation, and self-examination is presented as a pathway towards positive leadership development. 

 

5. Hermeneutics approach to train leaders on “work and dedication" from the sacred verses of the Holy Bible : 

The hermeneutical approach to leadership training in the context of "work and dedication" draws insights from the 

sacred verses of the Holy Bible. Interpreting the responsibility towards work through hermeneutics reveals that intrinsic 

rewards should supersede extrinsic or tangible ones. The natural inclination to evade responsibility is a common yet 

negative instinct, applicable even to leaders. Hermeneutically guided clarity is essential for conveying to the younger 

generation that responsibility cannot be avoided; attempting to escape it may rebound, and embracing it should be 

viewed as a natural flow in life, synonymous with godliness. Emphasizing godliness is not a religious mandate or a 

ritual tied to one's community; rather, it involves hermeneutically understanding the passion and commitment required 

in assuming responsibility. Training emerging leaders should focus on instilling a sense of responsibility, especially in 

areas where hermeneutical guidance is crucial, navigating the uncertainties and frustrations inherent in the process of 

work. 

The hermeneutical training emphasizes that leaders need guidance during challenging moments, prescribing sacred 

verses to confront problems rather than relying solely on pre-designed strategies to deflect blame. Sleepless nights are 

inevitable for leaders, but hermeneutically designed sacred verses can rejuvenate their spirits and enable them to surpass 

their usual capacities in resolving issues. In contrast, Fig 2 illustrates how leadership training without Bible hermeneutics 

may shape a leader's positivity towards work when focusing on duty and dedication. On the other hand, Fig 3 illustrates 

the hermeneutic approach, incorporating sacred verses, the Bible, and prayers to train leaders on work and dedication. 

The visible difference lies in the transformative impact that hermeneutical training can have on a leader's inner core, 

enabling them to navigate stressful working days and uncover surprising strengths. 

Ultimately, the hermeneutical approach to leadership training draws profound insights from the sacred verses of the 

Holy Bible, guiding leaders towards a deeper understanding of responsibility, dedication, and the divine sources of 

strength in the face of challenges. 

             
 

Teach about work
(Duty)

•What is work

•How to work

•Benefits of work

Train on the work  
(Dedication)

•How to do

•Method to do

•How much to do

Dedication and 
Discipline ( Leadership 
Quality)

•State Rules

•Give SOPs

•Penalise and Punish
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Fig 2; The probable conceptual development in a leader on the traditional and usual Approaches towards developing 

young leaders to work: Concept Diagram by Prof Dr C.Karthikeyan 

 

               
Fig 3; Conceptual process (that could happen in a leader) when the hermeneutic approach to developing positivity on 

work and motivation: Concept Design by Prof Dr C.Karthikeyan, on the experience based on the sacred leadership 

development process 

 

6. Diligence Development in Leaders: A Hermeneutic Approach Recognizing diligence as a vital trait for young 

leaders, our approach integrates hermeneutics, sacred verses, and a focus on virtues to foster comprehensive leadership 

development. The foundational belief is that diligence serves as a cornerstone for effective leadership, and our training 

notes aim to unveil its significance through the lens of sacred verses. 

a. Hermeneutic Interpretations: 

II. Proverb 22:29: "Do you see a man skilful in his work? He will stand before kings; he will not stand before 

obscure men." 

a. Interpretation: Emphasizes the value of skill and proficiency, suggesting that diligence and continuous 

improvement lead to recognition and success. This guides leaders to hone their abilities for professional 

distinction. 

III. Proverbs 12:11: "Whoever works his land will have plenty of bread, but he who follows worthless pursuits lacks 

sense." 

a. Interpretation: Conveys the idea that focused and dedicated work leads to abundance, underscoring the 

importance of purposeful and meaningful efforts in the context of quality development. 

IV. 2 Timothy 2:6: "It is the hard-working farmer who ought to have the first share of the crops." 

a. Interpretation: Underscores the principle of reaping the rewards of hard work, encouraging a strong 

work ethic in the development process for deserving recognition and benefits. 

b. Leadership Training Structure: 

V. Hermeneutic Design: 

a. Approach: Hermeneutically designed training notes drawing inspiration from sacred verses to instill a 

deeper meaning into leadership principles. 

VI. Sacred Verses Integration: 

a. Incorporation: Integration of sacred verses emphasizing wisdom, compassion, and ethical conduct as 

guiding principles throughout the training. 

b. Unfreezing Concept: 

VII. Philosophical Basis: 

a. Rooted Understanding: Leaders unfreeze preconceived notions, acknowledging their destiny to bring 

meaning to the virtue of diligence. 

VIII. Transformational Vision: 

a. Emphasis: Leaders embrace a transformative vision where diligence becomes a visible and reiterated 

aspect of their leadership style through patience and discipline. 

b. Hermeneutic Teaching Doctrine: 

IX. Interpretive Approach: 

a. Encouragement: Adopting a hermeneutic teaching doctrine, leaders interpret and internalize sacred 

verses and virtues within the context of their leadership roles. 

X. Meaningful Leadership: 

a. Stress: Leaders are not just taskmasters but individuals entrusted with bringing profound meaning to 

the concept of diligence in their teams and organizations. 

b. Vision Enhancement: 

Hermeneutics 
sacred Texts 
approach to 

work and 
dedication 

The holy Bible

The Sacred Texts

The Prayers
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XI. Focus on Virtues: 

a. Objective: Enhance leaders' vision by reinforcing the importance of virtues, promoting a leadership 

narrative steeped in values. 

XII. Holistic Development: 

a. Emphasis: Promote holistic leadership development that transcends traditional skill-building, 

highlighting the spiritual and ethical dimensions of leadership. 

This comprehensive and thoughtful approach ensures that leadership training delves into the core values and virtues, 

guiding leaders to embody diligence as a fundamental aspect of their professional journey. 

 

In simple terms, the approach to leadership development involves using a method called hermeneutics, which means 

interpreting and understanding things deeply. This method is guided by sacred verses, like religious or wise teachings, 

to highlight the importance of skills, focused effort, and hard work in becoming a good leader. 

Here's a structured summary: 

Essential Training Notes on Leadership Development 

Hermeneutic Design: 

 The training will be designed using hermeneutics, drawing inspiration from sacred verses to make leadership 

principles more meaningful. 

Sacred Verses Integration: 

 Include teachings from sacred verses that align with leadership values such as wisdom, compassion, and ethical 

conduct. These verses will guide the training. 

Approach Towards Work: 

 Virtue Integration: We'll include virtues like patience, discipline, and diligence as the foundation for leadership 

development. 

 Formula for Success: Emphasize a simple formula for success: PATIENCE + DISCIPLINE = DILIGENCE. 

This encourages leaders to embody patience and discipline to develop diligence. 

Unfreezing Concept: 

 Philosophical Basis: The process of unfreezing, or changing, is based on the idea that leaders are meant to give 

meaning to diligence. 

 Transformational Vision: Highlight how patience and discipline can transform leaders by helping them embrace 

a vision where diligence is a visible and repeated aspect of their leadership style. 

Hermeneutic Teaching Doctrine: 

 Interpretive Approach: Leaders are encouraged to interpret and internalize sacred verses and virtues within the 

context of their leadership roles. 

 Meaningful Leadership: Leaders aren't just taskmasters; they're individuals entrusted with giving profound 

meaning to the concept of diligence in their teams and organizations. 

Vision Enhancement: 

 Focus on Virtues: The training aims to enhance the vision of new leaders by emphasizing the importance of 

virtues and creating a leadership narrative based on values. 

 Holistic Development: Promote holistic leadership development that goes beyond traditional skill-building, 

emphasizing the spiritual and ethical aspects of leadership. 

This holistic and hermeneutic approach ensures that leadership training is deep, meaningful, and focused on values.goes 

beyond the surface, delving into the core values and virtues that define exemplary leaders. 

              
Fig 4; Hermeneutically driving Dual Factor indoctrination in leaders to make them diligent: Concept designed 

by Prof Dr C.Karthikeyan 

 

Patience

Discipline

Diligience
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1. Patience as a Virtue: 

 Leader's Initial Perception: Patience may be seen as a hindrance to progress. 

 Actionable Point: Guide the leader to recognize patience as a virtue and a sign of maturity. 

2. Philosophical Hermeneutics on the Unpredictable Future: 

 Leader's Perspective: Future is unpredictable with uncertainties. 

 Actionable Point: Leaders should actively contribute to shaping the future, accepting their destined 

role. 

3. Innate Power and Skills: 

 Leader's Understanding: Every individual possesses power, energy, intent, and unique skills. 

 Actionable Point: Foster a positive thought process from sacred texts to activate inner potential. 

4. Diligence and Spiritual Integration: 

 Young Leaders' Confirmation: Confirmation and guidance are needed. 

 Actionable Point: Integrate spiritual values into leadership, interpreting verses for a holistic approach. 

5. The Verse on Diligence (Proverbs 12:24): 

 Leader's Understanding: Diligent efforts lead to authority and success. 

 Actionable Point: Emphasize the importance of diligence in leadership for positive outcomes. 

6. Application of Hermeneutics to Guiding Principles: 

 Biblical Wisdom: Verses become guiding principles. 

 Actionable Point: Encourage leaders to shape perspectives and actions aligning with virtues for 

personal growth and effective leadership. 

For Hermeneutic Thought Processes: 

7. Thinking Good (Positive Thoughts): 

 Leader's Reflection: Almighty blesses those who think good. 

 Hermeneutic Approach: Cultivate positive and virtuous thoughts. 

8. Doing Good (Proactive Actions): 

 Leader's Reflection: Almighty blesses those who do good. 

 Hermeneutic Approach: Divine endorsement for proactive efforts in doing good deeds. 

9. Taking the Blessing (Actively Seeking Divine Favor): 

 Leader's Reflection: Take the blessing. 

 Hermeneutic Approach: Actively seek and accept blessings through diligence, positive mindset, and 

virtuous actions. 

 

By incorporating these hermeneutic thought processes, young leaders can align their understanding of diligence with 

spiritual or ethical principles, viewing hard work as both practically valuable and spiritually significant. This approach 

inspires leaders to see diligence as a form of service and a means to attract blessings from a higher power. 

 

Initially, the leader may perceive patience as a form of punishment, perhaps viewing it as a hindrance to swift progress. 

However, it is crucial to guide the leader towards recognizing patience as a virtue and a manifestation of maturity. 

Through this lens, patience becomes a valuable quality that empowers the leader to consistently apply diligence in 

various situations. In the realm of philosophical hermeneutics, leaders must embrace the belief that the future is 

inherently unpredictable and marked by significant uncertainties. This perspective encourages leaders to accept their 

destined role in actively contributing towards shaping the future. The sacred verses, when interpreted through 

hermeneutics, convey the message that every individual possesses innate power, energy, intent, and unique skills. The 

key lies in fostering a positive thought process, drawn from the wisdom encapsulated in sacred texts, which catalyzes 

individuals to surpass their limits and activate their inner potential. 

 

Furthermore, a hermeneutical approach should be applied to understand the outcomes of practising diligence. Young 

leaders, in particular, need confirmation and guidance to navigate their journey successfully. Drawing from verses such 

as "whatever you do in word or deed, do everything in the name of Lord Jesus, and giving thanks to God the Father 

through him" (Colossians 3:17), the interpretation emphasizes the integration of spiritual values into leadership 

practices. Continuing this interpretative journey, the verse "The hand of the diligent will rule, while the slothful will be 

put to forced labour" (Proverbs 12:24) underscores the importance of diligence in leadership. This biblical wisdom 

serves as a reminder that diligent efforts lead to authority and success, whereas a lack of diligence results in undesirable 
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consequences. Through the application of hermeneutics, these verses become guiding principles for leaders, shaping 

their perspectives and actions in alignment with virtues that promote both personal growth and effective leadership. 

The importance of diligence for young leaders and suggesting a hermeneutic approach to instil positive thoughts about 

diligence. Hermeneutics, in this context, refers to the interpretation and understanding of religious or philosophical texts. 

Based on your provided information, here's a breakdown of the key points and suggested hermeneutic thought processes: 

i. The almighty blesses those who think good: 

a. Hermeneutic Approach: Encourage leaders to interpret this as a call to cultivate positive 

and virtuous thoughts. Emphasize the idea that a leader's mindset and intentions matter in 

the eyes of a higher power. 

ii. The almighty blesses those who do good: 

a. Hermeneutic Approach: Guide leaders to understand that actions speak louder than words. 

Encourage them to interpret this as a divine endorsement for their proactive efforts in doing 

good deeds for the benefit of others. 

iii. Take the blessing: 

a. Hermeneutic Approach: Urge leaders to see this as an invitation to actively seek and accept 

the blessings that come from thinking and doing good. Emphasize that diligence, coupled 

with a positive mindset and virtuous actions, opens the door to divine favour. 

Incorporating these hermeneutic thought processes can help young leaders align their understanding of diligence with 

spiritual or ethical principles. It emphasizes the idea that hard work and positive contributions to the well-being of others 

are not only valuable in a practical sense but also carry a spiritual or divine significance. This approach may inspire 

leaders to view their diligence as a form of service and a means to attract blessings from a higher power. 

            
Fig: 5; Incremental effects post hermeneutic impact on understanding Diligence through the holy bible verses: an 

experiential conceptual flow diagram by author Prof Dr C.Karthikeyan 

 

Hence, the humbleness inside the diligence shall be psychologically trained using the hermeneutic approach, with the 

creation of the feeling that generosity also is related directly to leadership. The leaders will be able to imbibe 

hermeneutically that, the blessings of diligence shall be the following:  The hermeneutic effects post-learning on the 

above might bring in the conceptual clarity will have incremental positivity like; 

o Leaders who master generosity and humbles, master diligence. 

o Diligent leaders are masters of discipline. 

o Diligent leaders reject temptations. 

o Diligent leaders understand the consequences and importance of devotion to their fellow beings and 

almighty. 
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Hence, leaders shall be hermeneutically trained with the subjective values of sacred leadership that great virtues as 

leaders in their lives will elevate them and will provide an opportunity to see what the almighty tries to unfold in every 

human life. The above can make the importance of diligence an indispensable quality in a leader that shall be 

qualitatively developed. 

Leader’s Dedication development: the importance of incorporating a spiritual or religious perspective into leadership 

development, particularly emphasizing dedication and purpose. Integrating sacred verses and a hermeneutical approach 

can indeed provide leaders with guidance and motivation. Here's a breakdown of your points: 

i. Dedication towards the Almighty: 

a. Leaders should be reminded that dedication towards a higher purpose can bring positivity 

back into their lives. 

b. Encourage a hermeneutical interpretation of the idea that God has a purpose for everything, 

including work. 

ii. Conflicting Notions and Inward Reflection: 

a. Leaders should be trained to reflect on conflicting notions they may have. 

b. Guide sacred verses, emphasizing the importance of not being slothful in zeal and fervent 

in spirit, serving the Lord (Romans 12:11). 

iii. Establishing the Work of Hands: 

a. Emphasize the significance of work by referencing Psalm 90:17, indicating the leaders' 

desire for the favour of the Lord in establishing the work of their hands. 

iv. Correlating Work for Humanity and God: 

a. Leaders should be encouraged to see the correlation between their work for humanity and 

their dedication to God. 

 Use Isaiah 41:13 to illustrate the idea that the Lord is there to help and guide, instilling a sense of 

purpose and fearlessness. 

 

Overall, this approach seeks to align leadership with a deeper sense of purpose, encouraging leaders to find meaning in 

their work by connecting it to their dedication to a higher power. Hermeneutical training, involving the interpretation of 

sacred texts, can provide a framework for understanding and integrating these principles into their professional and 

personal lives. 
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The outcome that the leaders shall have at the end of this module could be: he or she could realise a; Regular Training 

Approach: A life cycle of activities like studying hard, working hard, and being paid for the same. 

           
Fig: 6; Conceptualising deeper meaning of life between work and staying blessed with hermeneutics approach: 

Conceptual design with felt experience by author Prof Dr C.Karthikeyan Life’s cycle  

                
Fig: 7: Conceptualising leadership thinking pattern: Concept diagram by Prof Dr C.Karthikeyan 

The hermeneutic approach reconfigures the leader's thought pattern in the following manner: 

I. Life is a cycle of work and reward: Understand that life involves periods of hard work and moments of 

success. 

II. Connect work with a higher purpose: Believe that your work serves a greater purpose, like serving God, 

which adds meaning for everyone involved. 

III. Distinguish between personal and God-driven work: Recognize the difference between working for 

yourself and working in service to God. 

IV. Work with a higher power for progress: Working in isolation might slow you down, but aligning your 

work with a higher power can enhance your capabilities and satisfaction. 

V. Leadership development with sacred verses: Teach leaders positive and impactful verses from sacred 

texts to inspire them in their roles. 

VI. Optimism as a leadership force: Leaders should understand and embody optimism, drawing motivation 

from sacred verses that highlight the importance of trust in a higher power. 

VII. Faith, trust, and determination: Leaders need to have faith and trust in themselves and a higher power. 

They should be determined to move forward despite setbacks. 

VIII. Divine guidance and purpose: Leaders must recognize that there's a plan for them, and they should 

persist in doing good, trusting in a purposeful plan. 

IX. Overcoming challenges through faith: Nothing is impossible with divine blessings, encouraging leaders 

to face challenges with faith in their ability to overcome obstacles. 

X. Empowering self-esteem: Believing in blessed energy and divine support boosts leaders' confidence 

and self-esteem, giving them strength to tackle tasks. 
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XI. Positive spiral of trust: Trusting in oneself and the divine creates a positive cycle, reinforcing the belief 

that the future is bright and purposeful. 

XII. Tireless work for a fulfilling future: Leaders should view their work as purposeful, understanding that 

commitment and perseverance align with a divine timeline for success. 

XIII. Aligning personal dreams with divine will: Leaders should ensure their aspirations are in harmony with 

a greater purpose, trusting in the support of a higher power. 

In summary, the guidance encourages leaders to find purpose in their work, stay optimistic through challenges, and 

build a strong foundation of faith and trust in a higher power, leading to a fulfilling and purpose-driven future. 

 
Fig: 9:  Incremental faith in the almighty inside a leader with sacred verses of the bible: concept diagram with 

experiential impact by author Prof Dr C. Karthikeyan 

 

 

7. Illustrative Action Steps for Leadership Development: Living Righteously and Faithfully 

I. Establish Clear Boundaries: 

a. Action: Leaders create physical and mental boundaries between work and personal life. 

b. Illustration: Imagine a leader closing their office door symbolizing the end of the workday and opening 

it when fully present for work. 

II. Embrace Work-Life Dynamics: 

a. Action: Leaders acknowledge the ebb and flow of work-life, anticipating both challenges and successes. 

b. Illustration: Visualize a leader riding a wave, symbolizing the ups and downs of work-life dynamics, 

confidently navigating each wave. 

III. Draw Wisdom from Sacred Verses: 

a. Action: Leaders reflect on sacred verses, like Ephesians 4:28, emphasizing honest and sincere work. 

b. Illustration: Picture a leader reading and internalizing sacred verses, gaining wisdom and guidance for 

ethical and purposeful leadership. 

IV. Cultivate Generosity and Virtues: 

a. Action: Leaders focus on selfless work for the greater good, drawing inspiration from Acts 20:35. 
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b. Illustration: Envision a leader extending a helping hand to others, embodying the virtue of generosity 

and fostering a culture of shared success. 

V. Missionary Approach to Work: 

a. Action: Leaders view work as an integral part of their mission, aligning with 1 Thessalonians 4:11-12. 

b. Illustration: Picture a leader standing firm on a mission platform, with each task contributing to a 

broader purpose, reflecting commitment to service. 

VI. Develop Work Ethic: 

a. Action: Leaders prioritize hard work and dedication, echoing the principles in Ecclesiastes 9:10. 

b. Illustration: Imagine a leader building a sturdy foundation for success, each brick representing 

diligence, knowledge, and wisdom. 

VII. Wholehearted Dedication: 

a. Action: Leaders approach tasks with unwavering commitment, following Colossians 3:23-24. 

b. Illustration: Envision a leader pouring their heart into their work, recognizing it as a service to both 

humanity and God, symbolized by a glowing heart. 

VIII. Avoiding Exploitation: 

a. Action: Leaders adhere to ethical guidelines, preventing the exploitation of vulnerable workers 

(Deuteronomy 24:14). 

b. Illustration: Picture a leader holding a shield of ethics, protecting both the vulnerable workers and their 

own position of authority. 

IX. Action Speaks Louder: 

a. Action: Leaders prioritize action over words, embodying Proverbs 14:23 and Proverbs 21:25. 

b. Illustration: See a leader working diligently, surrounded by the fruits of their labor, contrasting with a 

talkative figure surrounded by poverty. 

X. Delegating Liberally: 

XI. Action: Leaders delegate responsibilities to capable individuals, aligning with Exodus 18:21. 

XII. Illustration: Visualize a leader empowering others, handing over tasks symbolized by a shared burden, fostering 

a culture of collaboration. 

XIII. Listening to the Inner Voice: 

XIV. Action: Leaders cultivate the skill of listening to their inner voice, as advised in Psalm 32:8. 

XV. Illustration: Imagine a leader with a receptive ear, tuned in to their inner voice, navigating challenges with divine 

guidance. 

XVI. Leadership Talk from the Heart: 

XVII. Action: Leaders speak from the depths of their hearts, reflecting Psalm 37:30-31. 

XVIII. Illustration: Picture a leader's words as vibrant streams flowing from a heart, with the surroundings echoing the 

wisdom and justice in their speech. 

XIX. Incorporating these actions and illustrations into leadership development fosters a holistic, values-driven 

approach rooted in sacred wisdom. 

 

 

Leadership development involves a profound comprehension and differentiation of work and personal life. Leaders must 

establish a clear boundary between their professional and private spheres, as this understanding is crucial for 

comprehending the experiences and challenges faced by their team members. 

To enhance rational thinking in leaders, derived from past lessons of "diligence and determination," they should cultivate 

a harmonious integration of their work and personal lives. Leaders ought to acknowledge that the constant ebb and flow 

of work-life brings both favourable and unfavourable outcomes. Developing the ability to anticipate and embrace both 

positive and challenging situations is essential. This mindset fosters faith in the belief that every circumstance has a 

purpose, leading leaders to understand that their team members will inevitably encounter both highs and lows. 

Furthermore, leadership development can be enriched by drawing wisdom from sacred verses in the Bible that 

emphasize the broader purpose of work beyond monetary gain. Leaders should be cognizant that work not only provides 

financial returns but also serves as a profound learning experience, imparting valuable virtues. 

The sacred verses underscore the virtue of kindness and obedience instilled through work. Leaders are reminded that 

work teaches individuals how to stand on their own feet and navigate life's journey. Good work, blessed by the Almighty, 

becomes a source of identity and sustenance, emphasizing the principle that the fruits of hard work serve as the returns. 

The sacred literature guides leaders towards the development of generosity as a virtue emanating from selfless work. It 

emphasizes the distinction between work driven by personal gain and work undertaken for the benefit of others and 
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society. Contributions made for the greater good receive divine blessings, leading to success and rewards—a belief that 

budding leaders should internalize. 

The interpretation of sacred verses, such as Ephesians 4:28, stresses the significance of honest and sincere work, coupled 

with diligence and generosity. Leaders are encouraged to create a surplus in thoughts, plans, and wealth to share with 

those in need, embodying the idea that true success involves giving back to society. 

Similarly, young leaders can find guidance in Acts 20:35, which underscores the blessing of giving over receiving. By 

working diligently to help the weak, leaders can increase their blessings and encourage their team to share the fruits of 

their labour with fellow travellers in the journey of life, aligning with the wisdom imparted in Psalm 128:2. 

 

8. Leadership Development as Working on a Mission: Living Righteously and faithfully: 

Leaders must undergo training to cultivate a working culture as an integral part of their mission rather than a mere task. 

Adopting a missionary approach requires continuous learning, as work not only guides us in achieving mission goals 

but also teaches us to lead virtuously and faithfully. Leaders must recognize that regardless of the mission, they must 

remain focused on serving others. They should internalize the purpose of their work, understanding why they work, who 

benefits, and whether the outcomes contribute positively to stakeholders. 

Leaders need to comprehend that in a just and noble mission, their hearts will guide them, and they should assess whether 

they are utilizing their abilities effectively. If lacking certain skills, leaders should trust that these abilities can develop 

with divine blessings. Sacred verses emphasize that work should always align with a mission, urging individuals to 

aspire to live quietly, manage their affairs, and work diligently. This ensures that leaders stand tall, uphold their 

commitments, and avoid dependency on others (1 Thessalonians 4:11-12). 

Leaders should be aware that suboptimal contributions to work not only affect their outcomes but also impact fellow 

workers. Neglecting diligence may result in a loss of divine blessings and even livelihood, as highlighted in sacred 

verses (2 Thessalonians 3:10). The attitude of performing one's best with sincerity is a crucial trait visible to followers. 

Leaders must persistently fight for justice, as exemplified in biblical verses (2 Timothy 4:7), demonstrating unwavering 

faith in the support of the almighty for righteous deeds. 

  

9. Hermeneutic Leadership Development for Hard Work and Dedication: 

Leaders must recognize that the foundation of their success is built upon pillars such as hard work and dedication. Work 

ethic serves as the bedrock for leaders to navigate their professional journey. They must invest time in developing the 

qualities of work ethic, pouring their heart and soul into tasks that contribute to society through positive actions. A 

leader's work ethic is cultivated by establishing positivity and powerful thought processes as integral habits in their daily 

lives. 

Ethics is indispensable in any profession, and leaders must grasp the enduring relevance of ethical values, even in the 

digital age. Understanding the significance of work ethic is akin to acknowledging sacred verses, such as "the lord god 

took the man and put him in the garden of Eden to work it and take care of it" (Ref 2:15, NIV), which imparts wisdom 

through sacred literature. 

Leaders should recognize the imperative to exert maximum effort in their endeavours, guided by the philosophy that 

work planning, knowledge, and wisdom are crucial components. They must remain vigilant against external influences 

that could breed negativity and discourage them, adhering to the belief that their work, regardless of results, is positively 

influenced by a higher power (Ref: Ecclesiastes 9:10, NIV). 

Continuous self-improvement is an art leaders must master, avoiding complacency after achieving success. Engaging 

oneself and inspiring subordinates to work wholeheartedly are essential skills. Leaders should instil a robust work ethic 

in themselves and foster solidarity among their followers in embracing the same ethos. Biblical verses emphasize the 

importance of industriousness and the notion that those unwilling to work should not eat, reinforcing the sacred principle 

of earning one's sustenance (Ref: 2 Thessalonians 3:10-12, NIV). 

Observing workplaces reveals instances where leaders and workers merely go through the motions without investing 

passion and commitment. True leadership involves diligent effort, not only for personal growth but also for the 

advancement of society and the fulfilment of collective needs. 

Hermeneutic Leadership Development Process for binding the heart and the soul: Hence the reward and the work need 

to be accepted as done for almighty. 

 

Leaders must recognize the significance of making wholehearted contributions to societal development, understanding 

that such efforts are akin to receiving divine rewards. The biblical guidance found in Colossians 3:23-24 (NIV) 

emphasizes the notion that dedicating one's heart to work constitutes a profound service to both humanity and God. The 
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verses convey the message that every task, regardless of its nature, should be approached with unwavering commitment, 

with the understanding that the work is ultimately for the Lord and not merely for human superiors. 

The passage underscores the belief that individuals engaged in work should wholeheartedly dedicate themselves to their 

tasks, viewing their efforts as a form of service to the Lord. This perspective is rooted in the anticipation of receiving 

an inheritance from the Lord as a reward, recognizing the divine significance of the labour being performed. In essence, 

the verses encourage individuals to align their actions with a higher purpose, transcending the mundane and viewing 

their work as a means of serving the Lord Christ. 

Moreover, the sacred verse emphasizes the importance of commitment and dedication in all endeavours, highlighting 

the need to approach allocated tasks with a sense of responsibility and devotion. The idea conveyed is that individuals 

should carry a profound sense of commitment to their work, mirroring the commitment they hold towards the Almighty. 

This spiritual commitment extends beyond the superficial aspects of labour, emphasizing a deeper connection between 

one's actions and their devotion to God. 

Applying these principles to leadership, the verses imply that every leader should harbour a sense of purpose that goes 

beyond personal gain. Leaders are encouraged to serve both God and society, recognizing their role in bringing value to 

the community. The guidance discourages leaders from pursuing actions solely for personal enrichment at the expense 

of exploiting those under their authority. Instead, leaders are urged to adopt a mindset that places service to God and 

society at the forefront of their decision-making, fostering a culture of genuine contribution and shared prosperity. 

In essence, the biblical teachings in Colossians 3:23-24 provide a profound framework for leaders, emphasizing the 

spiritual dimension of work and the responsibility leaders bear in guiding their organizations with a commitment to 

service, societal development, and the greater good. 

Hermeneutic Leadership Development: No harassment of the poor workers 

 

A leader possessing a strong work ethic must refrain from exploiting innocent or vulnerable workers. The sacred verses, 

specifically Deuteronomy 24:14 (NIV), emphasize that leaders are prohibited from taking advantage of the 

underprivileged employees under their authority. Additionally, these verses highlight the reciprocal responsibility of 

workers, urging them to sincerely contribute to their assigned tasks to avoid any potential consequences. The sacred text 

serves as a reminder to leaders that adherence to these ethical guidelines not only prevents exploitation but also ensures 

their rightful place in positions of authority. 

Hermeneutic Leadership Development: Actions speak louder than words and need to be the mantra of leaders. 

 

The sacred verses, particularly Proverbs 14:23 and Proverbs 21:25 (NIV), emphasize the significance of action over 

mere words for leaders. They underscore that hard work leads to profit, while idle talk can result in poverty. This timeless 

wisdom encourages leaders and workers alike to prioritize action and diligence over excessive conversation. 

The adage "work more, talk less" encapsulates the essence of these biblical teachings, urging leaders to focus on tasks 

rather than engaging in unnecessary discussions. Leadership, as depicted in Proverbs 14:23, requires continuous effort 

to elevate growth and development. The verse warns against the pitfalls of relying solely on verbal communication 

without a genuine commitment to the tasks at hand, as this can lead to impoverishment. 

Proverbs 21:25 reinforces the idea that leaders must avoid laziness, as it brings about the death of leadership. The refusal 

to engage in meaningful work results in dire consequences, akin to embracing poverty and eventual demise. 

Leadership training, drawing from Corinthians 10:31, emphasizes the belief that everything happens for good under the 

blessing of the Almighty. This perspective encourages leaders to see their work as an offering to God, a sentiment 

echoed in the adage "work is worship." The deep-rooted integrity and attachment to work play crucial roles in a leader's 

success, as highlighted in Proverbs 3:5-6, stressing the importance of trust in the Lord and submission to divine guidance. 

Proverbs 12:1 reinforces the timeless truth that those who work diligently will have abundant food, contrasting with 

those who chase fantasies and lack sense. Leaders are reminded to focus on meaningful work rather than pursuing 

unrealistic or impractical endeavours. 

In times of frustration and challenges at work, leaders can find solace in the sacred literature, which teaches that sincere 

and dedicated work builds character and determination. The verses guide leaders through difficult circumstances, 

helping them maintain inner peace and resilience. 

Despite the various challenges leaders may face, the sacred literature encourages them to avoid self-aggrandizement and 

busyness for the sake of appearances. Instead, true fulfilment in one's career comes from a sense of eternal peace and 

dedication to sincere, purposeful work. 

Hence from the above testaments, it is very important that 

 Sacred literature makes leadership sacred and integral to conscience. 

 Sacred literature makes leadership from eternal to universal. 
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 Sacred literature makes leadership contribute to a common goal. 

Apart from the above, there exists, an abundance of sacred testaments from sacred literature, that abundantly contribute 

to the positivity of a leader. 

 

10. Delegating liberally and sincerely: 

 

Exodus 18:21 from sacred literature emphasises that a leader should choose capable individuals who fear God, exhibit 

trustworthiness, and abhor dishonest gain to appoint as officials over various responsibilities. This implies that a leader 

with genuine leadership intent and strong character seeks to empower others rather than undertaking every task 

personally. 

A leader well-versed in the sacred teachings understands that effective leadership involves delegation to capable 

individuals. Acknowledging that one cannot accomplish everything alone, a leader must entrust tasks to others, fostering 

their growth and development. Embracing the wisdom of the aforementioned verses, a leader comprehends that 

attempting to do everything independently leads to failure, as it hinders optimal performance and stretches the leader 

thin. 

Leaders must recognize that their leadership qualities are evident in how they delegate responsibilities. Mastering the 

skill of delegation is essential for leaders to showcase their capability in developing other leaders. Clear understanding 

and implementation of delegation as a key skill contribute to a leader's ability to nurture and guide their capable 

associates. 

By adhering to these principles, a leader evolves into a compassionate and inspiring figure, becoming a source of 

motivation for others. Such a leader avoids self-deprivation and seizes the best opportunities for personal and collective 

growth. 

Listening to the gut feeling that the almighty sends through his conscience: Leaders must cultivate the skill of attentively 

listening to their inner voice, often referred to as the conscience or gut feeling. This internal guidance, as mentioned in 

Psalm 32:8, assures leaders that God will instruct and counsel them on the right path. Walking alongside God is seen as 

a blessing, contingent on a leader's deep spiritual sensitivity fostered through intimate, prayer-filled reliance on the 

divine. The key is for leaders to pay heed to their inner voice, recognizing that God resides within them, guiding them 

whether they are virtuous or flawed. 

Navigating temptations is a common challenge in today's complex world. Psalm 37:3-4 advises leaders to trust in the 

Lord, do good, and take delight in Him, promising the fulfilment of their desires. Leaders are cautioned about the 

ubiquitous temptations that can negatively impact themselves and others. The sacred text suggests that leaders should 

maintain their inner conscience and seek divine guidance to resist and overcome worldly temptations. 

For leaders, patience, persistence, and perseverance are emphasized. Psalm 37:7 encourages leaders to be still before 

the Lord, waiting patiently and avoiding fretting over others' success or wicked schemes. The virtue of patience is 

highlighted, especially when waiting for the team to grow, trusting in oneself and others, and maintaining stillness before 

God. Developing these qualities, which cannot be taught but must be imbibed, ensures stability and success for a leader 

even in the face of others' unethical achievements. 

The importance of a leader's sacrifices is underscored, by the assurance that the Almighty honours hardworking leaders. 

Psalm 37:16-17 emphasizes the righteousness of a leader, asserting that it is better to have a little righteousness than the 

wealth of the wicked. A leader's enduring success is tied to a leadership style rooted in godliness and righteousness. 

Such leaders prioritize meaningful work and sacrifice over material compensation, trusting in the blessings bestowed 

by the Almighty for their efforts. 

In summary, leaders are encouraged to listen to their inner voice, resist temptations, cultivate patience and persistence, 

and embrace righteousness and meaningful sacrifices for enduring success with divine blessings. 

 

11. Leadership talk flows from the heart : 

Leaders who speak from the depths of their hearts have the remarkable ability to connect with and move the emotions 

of those journeying alongside them. A leader, firmly rooted in both heart and mind, guided by conscience and attuned 

to the inner voice of the divine within their self-consciousness, possesses the capacity to articulate their thoughts 

eloquently to fellow travellers. The sincerity of their thoughts and actions, aligned with righteousness, becomes evident 

to the world, akin to a sacred scripture (referencing Psalm 37:30-31) proclaiming that "the mouths of the righteous utter 

wisdom, and their tongues speak what is just. The law of their God is in their heart, their feet do not slip." This 

authenticity, as reiterated in Matthew 15:18, emphasizes the need for leaders to be mindful of their words, as they serve 

as a reflection of their spiritual condition. 
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True leadership integrity emanates from within and remains untainted by external influences. The sanctity of thought 

processes must be embraced by leaders through a connection with the divine. Integrity, a quality not easily acquired or 

taught, becomes inherent in a sincere and devoted leader through immersion in sacred teachings, such as Psalm 78:72, 

which acknowledges that David shepherded with "integrity of heart" and led with skilful hands. Just as earlier 

emphasized, our words continue to be a powerful indicator of our heart's condition, underscoring the crucial role that 

integrity plays in fostering strong leadership. 

 

12. Conclusion : 

The leader's karmic responsibility extends beyond mere task delegation; it involves establishing priorities for the team 

and recognizing the profound significance of contributing positively through their work. This becomes particularly 

sacred when aiding fellow beings, as such actions have the potential to catalyze transformative moments that can alter 

the trajectory of one's life. Moreover, these endeavours can attract blessings in the form of awards and popularity. 

Leaders should internalize the understanding that work is not merely a desk-bound or time-filling activity; rather, it 

should be directed towards meaningful deeds that bring about positive changes in the lives of their fellow journeyers 

through life. The outcomes of their efforts should not only benefit society at large but also reflect a commitment to 

positive leadership. A leader's realization should align with the belief that work is a channel for greatness in life. The 

work environment offers unique opportunities to inspire others towards virtuous actions. Drawing inspiration from 

sacred verses, leaders can embrace the idea that work is a direct blessing—an avenue through which they and their team 

engage with the world. By maintaining a positive outlook on work, leaders not only fulfil their own lives but also 

recognize that their identity as leaders is deeply intertwined with the divine blessings bestowed upon them through their 

endeavours. 
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